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Searching out
note lookalikes
can be satisfying

BUILDING A TRULY SATISFYING COLLECTION, whatever the spe-
cific goals, tends to be essentially an open-ended process. The collection

itself, at each stage, can and should he looked upon as a work in progress.
In our field, such purposeful collecting might broadly sample notes of the

world, or else focus on a single region or country, or security printer, or time
interval, or broadly defined collecting theme. Further "specialization" might be
on a single series, or even be restricted to one issue and denomination.

I can identify with much of that, For some years, while also collecting
broadly, I hunted (primarily in dealer stock), ultimately successfully, the 80 sig-
nature and prefix varieties of the moss-green Bank of Canada $1 of World War
II vintage, the King George VI portrait note with which I had grown up.

Others have found similar challenge and appeal in that exquisite piece of
American engraving, the Aztec Calendar Stone 1 peso, as produced for El
Banco de Mexico over roughly the same interval. Even more collectors, I sus-
pect, have experienced the pleasure of such concentrated acquisition in ranges
of America's George Washington $1, reduced size, of 1928, 1934, 1935 ... and
still counting.

Collecting interests, sometimes highly individual interests, often can be
viewed as reflections of positive experiences and unforseen opportunities. My
predisposition for Irish notes of the last generation traces to memorable con-
tacts and revelations in museums and banks of Dublin and Belfast. My continu-
ing commitment to latter-day Canadian chartered bank currency ("small char-
tereds") dates from big-city branch-bank interactions back when such notes had
remained obtainable at face, and from subsequent "coin store" visits when, for
whatever reason, supply of much such material still exceeded demand.

You sense what I mean.
Now, the very "look" of money calls out for attention, an observation that

can prove relevant in rather diverse situations. Accordingly, one of my favoriate
currency folders consists of "far-out" exonumic items whose existence is rooted
in that truth. Over a lifetime of seeking and organizing such paper money look-
alikes, you can, believe me, come up with quite remarkable finds.

What sorts of items might have been thought to have profited from a paper
money resemblance? A full range of scrip, certainly:

• In-store money, cents-off coupons, gift certificates, mail-order refunds.
• Advertising and other studiously attention-grabbing materials, from

upscale admission vouchers, to raffle tickets, to military safe-conduct passes.
• Political items at election time (an Australian specialty), voting issues

often lending themselves to depiction in fiscal form.
• Educational and training items, from math-lesson "school money" to

automatic teller (ATM) demonstration notes, to national currency-conversion
schemes (e.g. France, dropping zeros; New Zealand, dollars replacing pounds).
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• "Old Home Week" souvenir dollars, intended both to raise funds and to
promote awareness, to raise capital, and to encourage patronage of partici-
pating merchants.

• Sundry "monetary" mementos conceived as
possessing "short snorter" potential. My
favorite in this category is an
"Atomic Short Snorter"
from joint Task Force I dat-
ing from when you might
have found Bikini in a large
atlas, but its subsequent dictio-
nary usage had yet to be coined.

• "Trade dollars," civic
mementos, which seek to combine
the look of money (coin or note)
with a claim to being spendable--
albeit only temporarily and "at par-
ticipating merchants," Such items
have been popular in parts of
Canada in recent years. For our
purposes, two collectible "paper"
examples can suffice. 	 a

• "Legal Tender at Booster
Member Stores," reads a 1987
"Owen Sound Homecoming" $3
scrip item from the Great
Lakes, Ontario community.
Fairly typically, the "note"
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depicts two of the settlement's founding fathers. An error note? Conceivably.
The serial number prefix is "OS," for Owen Sound, and a sharp eye will spot
that the letter "S" is upside-down:

A further "trade" item carries the resemblance to real money a bit further.
The Spirit Shinplaster--"good for 25 cents in trade"--is from Manitou
Concession, Good Spirit Lake Provincial Park, Saskatchewan, and takes its
shape, size, and principal graphics from the Dominion of Canada third-issue 25-
cent note of 1923. No, not the horned "spirit" with trident, though now that I
think of it, a symbolic Britannia with trident did feature on the corresponding
legal-tender note.

Such trade items often represent the best efforts of local job printers.
Careful scrutiny may reveal, however, that such job printing may be on steel-
engraved bank note company stock forms.

• "Customer loyalty" plans that employ in-store scrip to "reward" purchas-
es by offering redemption on or toward future cash transactions, have a long tra-
dition, and can spin off interesting memorabilia. When such plans are well mar-
keted and regional or national in scope, significant impact on spending habits
may ensue.

Representatively, the "Seel Spar Dukaat" (fast-track ducat) reward money of
Blokker, a Dutch household-goods chain, features an image of traditional gold
coinage, and comes with a catalogue of diverse merchandise which one saves up
for more rapidly if a designated portion of the purchase price is in current-year
snel spar "paper gold."

Even now, computer technology has to be making significant inroads into
such paper releases, "smart cards" and elaborate "point" systems (think "air
miles") encroaching on the distinctive, often attractive, "parallel currencies" of
more traditional "incentive" systems.

Considerable imagination has gone into the design and marketing of the
best of, broadly, gift certificates. Greyhound Lines, in its Canadian operations,
has come up with colorful "bones"--a greyhound's notion of well-backed cur-
rency, I gather and par-dollar for purchases of shipping and transportation.
Here too, however, smart-card technology may be finding a niche.

• "Gift cards," often with the client able to stipulate an exact amount, can
be seen to be replacing the gift certificates, vouchers, bonds, and tokens of days
of yore.

• "Corporate money," on occasion, can serve to recapture the values and
practices of former times. A "Sears, Roebuck and Co." refund check for 24
cents (the printed amount), "returnable on any order," or else, as a bearer check,
cashable on a Kansas City trust company ... is just old enough to lack the mag-
netic ink digits of more recent fiscal items.

• As to instructional currency, which as a teacher I have hunted, quite an
array of metal, plastic, and paper items have served to teach "money" to young
children in earlier grades, and "work on cash" in commercial and business col-
leges of yesteryear.

Among my favorite such items is military money, a $50 Pineland Federal
Reserve Note, Series A, "printed as part of US Army Field Training Exercise
Gobbler Woods."

Strong arguments can be put forward for "buying the book before the coin"
(or note). My suggestion here, however, is that far-out items for which no
"ready reference" may exist, can represent a different, often disconcertingly
international, numismatic challenge.

In collecting and investigating such "far-out" material, I know that I contin-
ue to find good fun.
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